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Abstract—In recent years, GPUs have emerged as an extremely cost-effective means for achieving high performance. While

languages like CUDA and OpenCL have eased GPU programming for nongraphical applications, they are still explicitly parallel

languages. All parallel programmers, particularly the novices, need tools that can help ensuring the correctness of their programs. Like

any multithreaded environment, data races on GPUs can severely affect the program reliability. In this paper, we propose GMRace, a

new mechanism for detecting races in GPU programs. GMRace combines static analysis with a carefully designed dynamic checker

for logging and analyzing information at runtime. Our design utilizes GPUs memory hierarchy to log runtime data accesses efficiently.

To improve the performance, GMRace leverages static analysis to reduce the number of statements that need to be instrumented.

Additionally, by exploiting the knowledge of thread scheduling and the execution model in the underlying GPUs, GMRace can

accurately detect data races with no false positives reported. Our experimental results show that comparing to previous approaches,

GMRace is more effective in detecting races in the evaluated cases, and incurs much less runtime and space overhead.

Index Terms—GPU, CUDA, data race, concurrency, multithreading
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

TODAY, a variety of nongraphical applications are being
developed on GPUs by programmers, scientists, and

researchers around the world [1], spanning different
domains, including computational biology, cryptography,
financial modeling, and many others. Sustaining the trend
toward application acceleration using GPUs or GPU-based
clusters will require advanced tool support [2]. Though
CUDA [1] and OpenCL [3] have been quite successful, they
are both explicitly parallel languages, and pose a program-
ming challenge for those lacking prior parallel program-
ming background. It is common for today’s desktops and
laptops to have low- and medium-end GPUs, making a
highly parallel environment affordable to application
developers that never used clusters or SMPs in the past.
Developing correct and efficient parallel programs is a
formidable challenge for this group of users. On the other
hand, when developing high-end applications for a cluster
of GPUs, a hybrid programming model combining message
passing interfaces (MPI) and CUDA must be used, making
the code hard to write, maintain, and test even for
experienced parallel programmers. Recently, a number of
efforts have been initiated with the goal of automatic code
generation for GPUs [4], [5], [6], [7], but these efforts are
still in early stages.

Any multithreaded program involves the risk of race
conditions [8]. Once a race condition has occurred, it can
lead to program crashes, hangs, or silent data corruption
[9]. As GPUs obtain high performance with a large
number of concurrent threads, race conditions can easily
manifest [10], [11]. Besides the fact that many GPU
programmers may lack parallel programming experience,
another reason for data races can be programmers’
unawareness of implicit assumptions made in third-party
kernel functions. For example, one assumption a kernel
function developer may make while aggressively optimiz-
ing shared memory use in a GPU program is “the maximal
number of threads per block will be 256.” A user of this kernel
may be unaware of such an assumption, and may launch
the kernel function with 512 threads. This is likely to
create overlapped memory indices among different
threads and lead to data races.

Many approaches have been developed for detecting
data races in multithreaded programs that run on CPUs.
These approaches can be classified into three categories:
lockset-based methods [8], [12], [13], happens-before-based
techniques [14], [15], [16], [17], and hybrid schemes
combining these two [18], [19], [20]. While effective in
detecting data races for CPU programs, these approaches
are mostly inapplicable to GPU programs. This is because
GPU programs only use barriers for synchronization
instead of locks, which makes lockset-based methods
inappropriate. Furthermore, GPU programs typically have
simple happens-before relation through barriers, which
makes existing happens-before-based techniques unneces-
sarily expensive.

Recently, two distinct approaches [10], [11] have been
proposed to detect data races in GPU programs. PUG [11]
symbolically models GPU kernels and leverages satisfia-
bility modulo theories (SMT) solvers to detect data races.
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While effective in finding subtle data races, PUG may report
false positives or false negatives due to its approximation of
the models. Furthermore, the state explosion of thread
interleavings remains a problem. Boyer et al. [10] proposed
a dynamic tool to detect data races by tracking all accesses
to shared variables at runtime. While it can detect data
races, the tool incurs several orders of magnitude of
runtime overhead since it is designed for execution only
in the emulation mode. Even though it may be ported to
real GPUs, the runtime overhead is expected to be very
large because the tool attempts to detect races for every
shared memory access, which renders at least tens of
thousands of times device memory accesses. Additionally,
the tool may report many false positives since it does not
consider all details of GPU thread scheduling.

As we stated above, one race condition we have
observed arises when a third-party kernel is incorrectly
used by an application developer. Detecting such race
conditions requires mechanisms that only incur modest
overheads, suitable for an application development envir-

onment. While the overheads for any tool that performs
runtime logging will clearly be too high for a production
run of the application, our target is to keep slowdowns
comparable to those of versions compiled with the debug-
ging (-g -G) option. Second, the mechanisms must report
very few (or preferably none) false positives so that they can

guide programmers to quickly fix the data races.

1.2 Our Contributions

In this paper, we propose a low-overhead technique, called
GMRace, for accurately detecting data races in GPU
programs. GMRace exploits the advantages of both static
analysis (i.e., no runtime overhead) and dynamic checking
(i.e., accurate detection). Our idea is based on the
observation that many memory accesses in GPU kernels
are regular and, therefore, they can be predetermined at
compile time. For example, the statement “Array½tid� ¼ 3”
assigns 3 to the array elements indexed with current thread
ids. Based on this observation, GMRace statically detects,
or prunes the possibility of, data races for a majority of the
memory accesses. Certainly, static analysis may not
determine all memory accesses in GPU programs. For
example, a memory index that depends on user input data
cannot be determined at compile time. In this case,
GMRace instruments the corresponding statements and
detects data races at runtime.

Unlike previous work [10], GMRace’s dynamic checking
is aware of GPU architecture and runtime systems, i.e.,
memory hierarchy and thread scheduling. By exploiting
GPU memory hierarchy, GMRace can detect part of data
races via shared memory efficiently. Similarly, GMRace is
aware of GPU’s thread scheduling mechanism and execu-
tion model. Therefore, GMRace does not report false
positives in our experiments.

In summary, we have made the following contributions
on detecting data races in GPU programs.

1.2.1 Combining Static Analysis and Dynamic Checking

GMRace utilizes static analysis for improving the perfor-
mance of dynamic data race detection for GPU programs. Our

experimental results show that GMRace can efficiently detect
data races and benefits significantly from static analysis.

1.2.2 Exploiting GPU’s Thread Scheduling and

Execution Model

We have identified the key difference between data
race detection on GPU and that on CPU, which lies in
GPU-specific thread scheduling and execution model. By
exploiting the difference, GMRace can detect data races
more accurately in GPU programs than existing work.
Furthermore, we have explored two designs of GMRace,
including GMRace-stmt with more helpful bug diagnostic
information, and GMRace-flag with lower runtime and
space overhead.

1.2.3 Exploiting GPU’s Memory Hierarchy

By leveraging low-latency memory in GPU, GMRace detects
data races more efficiently. Users can decide whether to
enable such feature or not based on their own needs.

1.2.4 Implementing and Evaluating a Prototype of

GMRace

We have implemented a prototype of GMRace and
evaluated it with five GPU kernel functions from different
areas. Specifically, we have evaluated the functionality and
performance of GMRace, as well as benefits from utilizing
static analysis and exploiting GPU architecture and
runtime systems. In addition, we have evaluated the
accuracy of GMRace in terms of false positives with
10 GPU applications.

Note that GMRace is an improvement over our previous
work GRace [21]. GMRace-stmt scheme solves the perfor-
mance bottleneck of GRace-stmt [21] by using a whole block
of GPU threads to perform detection in parallel, which
leads to a 100-fold reduction in runtime overhead.
Additionally, GMRace-flag is a new scheme based on the
key observation that the counters used in the GRace-addr
[21] are unnecessary. Instead, by using simple 1/0 flags,
GMRace-flag not only reduces the runtime overhead of
GRace-addr by a factor of 2.6, but also reduces the space
overhead by a factor of 4.5.

2 GMRACE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 Design Challenges and GMRace Overview

It is challenging to design a low overhead, accurate dynamic
data race detector for GPU programs. More specifically,
there are three key design challenges which we list below.

2.1.1 How to Handle a Large Number of Shared Memory

Accesses in GPU Programs?

Typically, a GPU kernel function launches thousands of
threads to achieve the best use of available cores and for
masking memory latencies. As a result, a running GPU
kernel issues a large number of shared memory accesses
from many threads concurrently. We need to monitor all of
these memory accesses and check possible data races for
each pair of memory accesses from different threads. This
can easily incur a prohibitive runtime overhead, which is
also the key limitation of the previous work in this area [10].
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2.1.2 How to Detect Data Races in GPU Programs

Accurately?

As we explained in the previous section, GPU runtime
systems typically schedule a warp (or wavefront in stream
SDK and OpenCL) of threads to run together on a GPU
processor. The threads within a warp execute the same
instruction in a given clock cycle (SIMD model). As a result,
different instructions are executed sequentially by all the
threads within a warp and thereby cannot cause any data
races. Without distinguishing threads based on warps, a
detection method can easily introduce false positives.

2.1.3 How to Handle Slow Device Memory in GPUs?

Detecting data races at runtime requires monitoring and
storing a large number of memory accesses. The best choice
is to store these data in device memory since it is much
larger than shared memory, and also faster than the host
memory. However, even device memory is much slower
than shared memory. As a result, checking data races at
each memory access is expected to be very slow if all
profiling data is stored in device memory.

To address the above challenges, GMRace exploits static
analysis, knowledge of GPU-specific thread scheduling,
and the memory hierarchy. As shown in Fig. 1, GMRace
consists of two major components: Static Analyzer and
Dynamic Checker. More specifically, Static Analyzer first
detects certain data races and also prunes memory access
pairs that cannot be involved in data races. Other memory
access statements, which are neither determined as data
races nor pruned by the Static Analyzer, are instrumented
by the Dynamic Checker. It then efficiently detects data
races at runtime by leveraging both shared memory and
device memory.

To detect a data race, both Static Analyzer and Dynamic
Checker check one synchronization block at a time. A
synchronization block contains all the statements between a
pair of consecutive synchronization (barrier) calls. The
reason for checking one synchronization block at a time is
that memory accesses across different synchronization
blocks are strictly ordered and, therefore, they cannot
cause data races. In the case of no explicit synchronization
calls, the end of a kernel function is the implicit
synchronization point.

GMRace currently only considers data races in shared
memory accesses from GPU kernel functions. Based on our
experiences, race conditions are more likely on shared
memory accesses, since the use of a small shared memory is
aggressively optimized in kernel functions. For example,
variables that are updated frequently and/or updated by
different threads are usually stored in shared memory. To
detect races in device memory, our proposed static analysis
(see Section 2.2) and exploitation of thread scheduling

knowledge (see Section 2.3.1) are still applicable since these
techniques are irrelevant to the locations where races occur.

It should be noted that the latest NVIDIA cards support a
traditional L1 cache. However, it is expected that experi-
enced GPU programmers, particularly those developing
kernels, will continue to use and aggressively optimize
shared memory even on newer cards. This is because a
programmer controlled cache can provide better reuse,
especially when a developer has a deep understanding of
the applications and the architecture.

2.2 Static Analyzer

In this section, we describe the algorithm of static analysis.
The goal of our static analysis is to resolve as many
memory references as possible, and determine if they could
be involved in a data race or not. After our static analysis
phase, only the memory references that cannot be resolved
completely, or the memory references that could conflict
with another unresolvable access, are instrumented. An-
other key goal of our static analysis is to help further
reduce the overhead of dynamic instrumentation. To
achieve this goal, our static analysis determines whether
the same address is accessed across multiple loop iterations
and/or different threads. If so, dynamic checker can
perform the instrumentation for only certain iterations
and/or threads so that the runtime and space overheads
are drastically reduced.

Our overall analysis algorithm for a synchronization
block is as follows: The kernel code within a synchroniza-
tion block may contain nested loops. However, we assume
that there is no unstructured control-flow, i.e., the loops
are explicit, and are not created with the use of a goto
statement. We perform the following steps, if the address
can be statically determined. All memory accesses are
transformed into a linear constraint in terms of the thread
id (tid) and loop iterator(s) (I). Also, the constraints are
parameterized with the range of values that tid and I can
possess. We consider all pairs of left-hand-side memory
accesses to examine the possibility of write-write race
conditions. Similarly, we consider all pairs each compris-
ing a left-hand-side and a right-hand-side memory access,
to evaluate the possibility of a read-write race condition.
Integer programming (linear constraint solver) is used to
determine the existence of combination of tid and I for
which the shared memory addresses accessed by distinct
threads can be identical. A conflict could be intrawarp
only if the conflict arises between the threads with
identifiers from i � warpSize to ðiþ 1Þ � warpSize� 1,
where 0 � i < warpNum. Similarly, a conflict may lead to
interwarp race if the conflict arises between threads with
identifiers that across different warps.

If the address cannot be determined at compile time, we
mark for analysis at runtime (for Dynamic Checker). After
this, all such pairs have been determined, we next consider
how the overheads of dynamic instrumentation can be
reduced. Toward this, we determine if an address poten-
tially involved in a conflict is invariant across threads. If so,
the address needs to be recorded during execution of only
one thread. Moreover, we can only have an interwarp race in
this condition, as race condition must arise with execution
of a different instruction by another thread. Otherwise,
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within an instruction, if the write access (which is a thread
invariant) is not protected by atomic operations we report
an intrawarp data race.

Also, if a memory access expression is invariant across
iterations of one or more loops in which this memory access
is enclosed, it only needs to be recorded during one
iteration of the loop. The formal description of the
algorithm and a case study can be found in Appendix B,
which can be found on the Computer Society Digital
Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TPDS.2013.44.

2.3 Dynamic Checker

Dynamic Checker detects data races at runtime. Given a
GPU kernel function, the Dynamic Checker instruments
every memory access statement that is annotated by Static
Analyzer. At runtime, the inserted code after these memory
access statements records information of the memory access
and detects intrawarp data races, which are caused by the
same statement from multiple threads within a warp.
Furthermore, Dynamic Checker instruments every synchro-
nization call to detect interwarp data races, which are caused
by the same or different statements from multiple threads
across different warps. Note that the profiling and checking
code will be executed only by one thread and/or at one
iteration if Static Analyzer determines the memory address
is invariant across threads and/or loop iterations.

By separating intrawarp and interwarp races, GMRace
improves detection accuracy, i.e., no false positives caused
by different instructions from intrawarp threads accessing
the same address. Another benefit of this separation is that
GMRace can perform fast intrawarp race detection after
each memory access and delay the slow interwarp race
detection to each synchronization call. Furthermore,
GMRace can utilize a small chunk of shared memory to
temporarily store memory accesses from a warp of threads
and thereby speed up intrawarp race detection.

It is worth mentioning that the inserted code by Dynamic
Checker may affect register assignment for each thread,
which in turn may alter the scheduling of warps on the
GPU. However, such warp scheduling change does not
affect the detection capability of GMRace. First, intrawarp
races detection only concerns the threads within a warp,
which is irrelevant to scheduling between warps. Second,
since GPUs use barriers for synchronization, GMRace
examines memory accesses from different warps of threads
within a synchronization block (i.e., statements between
two consecutive barriers) for detecting potential racing
memory accesses. In other words, if two memory accesses
within a synchronization block are racing, no matter
how the threads are scheduled, GMRace will detect the
race at the synchronization point. This is true for both
GMRace-stmt and GMRace-flag, which means the two
schemes will detect the same race.

2.3.1 Intrawarp Race Detection

GMRace maintains a table, called warpTable, to store
memory access information from every statement executed
by each warp of threads. More specifically, after each
instrumented memory access in the kernel function,
GMRace records the access type (read or write) and the
memory addresses accessed by all the threads within a

warp into the corresponding warpTable. A warpTable has
one address entry for each thread, which allows all the
threads within a warp to write the accessed memory
addresses into the table in parallel.

After recording one warp of memory accesses in a
warpTable, GMRace performs intrawarp race detection as
follows: More specifically, it first checks whether the access
type is read. If yes, the checking process stops since it is
impossible to have races only through reads. Otherwise,
GMRace scans the table to check whether two threads
access the same memory address. If so, GMRace reports a
data race with the executed statement and racing thread ids.
All threads within a warp execute the above steps in
parallel. Note that GMRace requires no explicit synchroni-
zation between updating a warpTable and detecting
intrawarp races since both operations will be executed
sequentially (SIMD) by all threads within a warp. This is
important because inserted synchronization may lead to
deadlock if the statement is a conditional branch that will be
executed by a subset of threads within a warp. The formal
description of the algorithm can be found in Appendix C,
which is available in the online supplemental material.

After performing intrawarp race detection, GMRace
transfers the necessary information to device memory for
future interwarp race detection, which is discussed in
Section 2.3.2. As a result, GMRace can recycle the
warpTable for next memory access and race detection for
the same warp of threads. This design choice keeps the
memory footprint of intrawarp race detection minimal. Our
experimental results have shown that typically 1 KB can
hold the warpTables for all the warps on Tesla C1060
(see Section 4). Thus, GMRace only incurs 6 percent space
overhead for 16-KB shared memory in Tesla cards. With
the trend of increasing size of shared memory, the relative
space overhead will become even smaller. For example, the
latest release of GPU chip, Fermi, gives the option of having
48-KB shared memory, which reduce the relative space
overhead of our approach to 2 percent. If running legacy
GPU kernel functions that assume 16-KB shared memory,
GMRace can enjoy plenty of shared memory. The extreme
case is that a kernel function uses up shared memory for its
own benefits. In such case, GMRace can store the
warpTables in device memory and performs intrawarp
race detection there.

2.3.2 Interwarp Race Detection

GMRace periodically detects interwarp races after each
synchronization call. More specifically, GMRace transfers
the memory access information from a warpTable to device
memory after each intrawarp race detection. After each
synchronization call, GMRace identifies interwarp races by
examining memory accesses from multiple threads that are
across different warps. After detecting interwarp races at
one synchronization call, GMRace reuses the device
memory for next synchronization block.

By exploring the design space along two dimensions, i.e.,
accuracy of bug reports and efficiency of bug detection, we
propose two interwarp detection schemes. One scheme,
called GMRace-stmt, organizes memory access information
by the executed program statements. This scheme reports
data races with more accurate diagnostic information while
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incurring time and space overheads that are quadratic and
linear with regard to the number of executed statements,
respectively. The other scheme, called GMRace-flag, records
memory access information using 0/1 flags based on shared
memory addresses. This scheme incurs constant time and
space overhead while reporting aggregated diagnostic
information on data races. We present both schemes in
the rest of this section.

The statement-based scheme (GMRace-stmt). This scheme
of GMRace (referred to as GMRace-stmt) literally stores all
the memory addresses that have been accessed from all
the threads in device memory and identifies two threads
from different warps for accessing the same memory
address. More specifically, GMRace-stmt maintains a
BlockStmtTable in device memory for the threads from
all the warps that can access the same shared memory. As
shown in Fig. 2, each entry (i.e., row) of the BlockStmt-
Table stores all the content of a warpTable (all memory
addresses accessed from one statement executed by a
warp of threads) and the corresponding warp ID and
statement number. Essentially, GMRace-stmt organizes a
BlockStmtTable by memory access statements from all the
threads. Note that in this scheme the BlockStmtTable is
shared among all warps of threads. However, different
warps can write to different rows of the BlockStmtTable
concurrently. As a result, we only need to use atomic
operations when updating the row index, which is not a
significant source of overhead (see Section 4).

At each synchronization call, GMRace-stmt scans the
entire BlockStmtTable for identifying interwarp data races
as described in Algorithm 1. Specifically, it checks two
BlockStmtTable entries at a time throughout the entire table
(lines 1 and 2). Note that each thread starts from a different
entry to check the table in parallel. For each pair of the
entries, GMRace-stmt checks both the warp IDs and access
types (line 3-8). If the warp IDs are the same or both
accesses are read, GMRace-stmt skips this pair since any
pair of memory accesses from both entries cannot cause
interwarp races. Otherwise, GMRace-stmt checks whether
there are two addresses, one from each entry, are the
same (line 9-15). Once the same addresses are found,
GMRace-stmt reports a data race (line 12).

Algorithm 1. Interwarp Race Detection by GMRace-stmt.

1: for stmtIdx1 ¼ tid to maxStmtNum� 1 do

2: for stmtIdx2 ¼ stmtIdx1þ 1 to maxStmtNum do

3: if BlkStmtTbl½stmtIdx1�:warpID ¼
BlkStmtTbl½stmtIdx2�:warpID then

4: Jump to line 17

5: end if

6: if BlkStmtTbl½stmtIdx1�:accessType is read and

BlkStmtTbl½stmtIdx2�:accessType is read

then

7: Jump to line 17
8: end if

9: for targetIdx ¼ 0 to warpSize� 1 do

10: for sourceIdx ¼ 0 to warpSize� 1 do

11: if BlkStmtTbl½stmtIdx1�½sourceIdx� ¼
BlkStmtTbl½stmtIdx2�½targetIdx� then

12: Report a Data Race

13: end if

14: end for

15: end for

16: end for

17: stmtIdx1þ ¼ threadNum
18: end for

On the one hand, GMRace-stmt provides accurate
diagnostic information for each detected race, including
the pair of racing statements (i.e., the statement numbers),
the pair of racing threads (i.e., the indexes of both memory
addresses in the BlockStmtTable entries), and racing
memory address. This is very helpful for developers to
quickly locate the root cause and fix the data race. On the
other hand, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 (i.e., the
detection part of GMRace-stmt scheme) is quadratic with
regard to the number of BlockStmtTable entries, i.e., the
number of instrumented statements that are executed.
Furthermore, the space overhead incurred by GMRace-stmt
is linear to the number of BlockStmtTable entries. Although
this indicates that GMRace-stmt may not be scalable, it is
expected to perform well with a small number of statements
being instrumented and executed (see our experimental
results in Section 4).

The flag-based scheme (GMRace-flag). This scheme of
GMRace (referred to as GMRace-flag) stores summarized
(i.e., using 0/1 flags) information of the memory addresses
that have been accessed from all the threads and detects
data races based on the summarized information. More
specifically, GMRace-flag maintains two tables for each
warp, one for read accesses from threads within the warp
(referred to as rWarpShmMap) and the other for write
accesses (referred to as wWarpShmMap). Each entry in any
of these tables maps to one shared memory address
linearly. Specifically, each entry stores a 0/1 flag that
records whether the corresponding shared memory address
has been accessed by the warp or not. Fig. 3 shows the data
structures of rWarpShmMap and wWarpShmMap.

After each monitored memory read access, GMRace-
flag set the flag in the corresponding rWarpShmMap to 1.
Similarly, for each write access, the flag in the correspond-
ing wWarpShmMap is set to 1. Essentially, the
rWarpShmMaps and the wWarpShmMaps keep the
memory footprints of different warps. Note that we do
not count the number of accesses here. The flag will be set
to 1 as long as the corresponding shared memory address
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Fig. 2. Data structure of a BlockStmtTable. Each entry in the
BlockStmtTable stores all the content of a warpTable, in addition to
the warp ID and the statement number.
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is accessed, regardless how many times it is accessed. This
design choice simplifies the recording operations while
keeping enough information for race detection. The flags
for all these tables are reset to 0s after race detection at
each synchronization call.

At each synchronization call, GMRace-flag detects
interwarp races as shown in Algorithm 2. Specifically,
GMRace-flag scans through all the flags stored in the
wWarpShmMaps and the rWarpShmMaps in parallel. For
each shared memory address, GMRace-flag sums up the
corresponding flags in the wWarpShmMaps and the
rWarpShmMaps, respectively (line 4-7). The first sum
(writeSum) denotes the number of warps that have written
to the shared memory address before the synchronization
call. If the writeSum is zero, which means no warp has
written to the address, then no race could have happened
within this synchronization block (line 8-9). If the value is
equal to or greater than 2, which means at least two
different warps have accessed the address, then GMRace-
flag reports races (line 10-11). If the writeSum equals to 1,
GMRace-flag further checks the second sum (readSum),
which indicates the number of warps that have read from
the address. Given that the writeSum equals to 1 (i.e., only
one warp have written to this address), a zero value of
readSum indicates no race (line 13-14), while a value equal to
or greater than 2 guarantees races (line 15-16). If the readSum
also equal to 1, GMRace-flag further locates the
wWarpShmMap and the rWarpShmMap that containing
the nonzero flag and checks whether they are set by the
same warp. If yes, which means the write and read are
performed by the same warp, there is no race condition.
Otherwise, GMRace-flag reports a race (line 17-23). Note
that Algorithm 2 is described in sequential for simplicity,
while the detection in GMRace-flag is performed in parallel,
i.e., multiple threads check different idx simultaneously.

Algorithm 2. Interwarp Race Detection by GMRace-flag.

1: for idx ¼ 0 to shmSize� 1 do

2: writeSum 0

3: readSum 0

4: for warpID ¼ 0 to warpID ¼ warpNum� 1 do

5: writeSumþ ¼ wWarpShmMaps½warpID�½idx�
6: readSumþ ¼ rWarpShmMaps½warpID�½idx�
7: end for

8: if writeSum ¼ 0 then

9: Jump to line 25

10: else if writeSum >¼ 2 then

11: Report Data Races

12: else if writeSum ¼ 1 then

13: if readSum ¼ 0 then

14: Jump to line 25

15: else if readSum >¼ 2 then

16: Report Data Races
17: else if readSum ¼ 1 then

18: wWarpID ¼ getWarpIDofNonZeroFlag

(wWarpShmMaps; idx)

19: rWarpID ¼ getWarpIDofNonZeroFlag

(rWarpShmMaps; idx)

20: if wWarpID! ¼ rWarpID then

21: Report a Data Race

22: end if

23: end if

24: end if

25: end for

On the one hand, the time and space complexities of the
Algorithm 2 (i.e., the detection part of GMRace-flag scheme)
are linear to the size of shared memory, which is constant
for a given GPU. Therefore, GMRace-flag is scalable in
terms of the number of instrumented statements, although
it may not be a better choice for a kernel with a small
number of instrumented statements. On the other hand,
GMRace-flag provides aggregated information about a data
race, which is less accurate than GMRace-stmt. For
example, GMRace-flag reports racing memory address
and the pairs of racing warps instead of racing statements
or racing threads. However, the bug information provided
by GMRace-flag is still useful. For example, programmers
can narrow down the set of possibly racing statements
based on a racing memory address reported by GMRace-
flag. Similarly, programmers can derive racing threads
based on the ranges of reported racing warps.

3 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Our experiments were conducted using a NVIDIA Tesla
C1060 GPU with 240 processor cores (30� 8), a clock
frequency of 1.296 GHz, and 4-GB device memory. The
GPU was connected to a machine with two AMD 2.6-GHz
dual-core Opteron CPUs and 8-GB main memory. We have
implemented a prototype of GMRace based on ROSE
compiler infrastructure [22]. Static Analyzer utilizes the
linear constraint solver [23], and Dynamic Checker is built
on CUDA Toolkit 3.0. We do not see any particular
difficulty to port GMRace to other GPU environments such
as stream SDK or OpenCL.

We have evaluated GMRace’s functionality and effi-
ciency with five applications, including coclustering [24]
(referred to as co-cluster), EM clustering [25] (referred
to as em), Scan Algorithm [10] (referred to as scan), Sparse
Matrix-Vector Multiplication (referred to as spmv), and
Binomial Options (referred to as bo). Among these
applications, co-cluster and em are both clustering
algorithms. We have used GPU implementations of these
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Fig. 3. Data structures of a rWarpShmMap and a wWarpShmMap. Each
WarpShmMap entry is corresponding to one shared memory address in
one-to-one mapping. Each address stored in a warpTable is used as the
index to update the corresponding flag in the rWarpShmMap or
wWarpShmMap, depending on the access type.
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applications that were aggressively optimized for shared

memory use in a recent study [26]. scan is the code used in

the previous work on GPU race detection [10]. spmv is a

stencil computation application, and bo is a financial

modeling algorithm.
In developing GPU kernels for co-cluster and em, i.e.,

in creating GPU implementations of the main computation
steps, certain implicit assumptions were made. For exam-
ple, co-cluster assumes that the initialization values of a

particular matrix should be within a certain range, whereas
em assumes that the maximum thread number within a
block is 256. If these kernels are used by another application
developer, these assumptions may be violated, and data

races can occur. We create invocations of these kernels in
ways such that race conditions were manifested. Addition-
ally, to trigger data races in scan, we remove the first
synchronization call as was done in the previous work on

GPU race detection [10]. Similarly, we remove a synchro-
nization call in bo to trigger the data races. As for spmv,
we inject an additional shared memory read to introduce
race conditions.

More specifically, we have designed five sets of experi-

ments to evaluate the key aspects of GMRace:

. The first set evaluates the functionality of GMRace
in detecting data races of GPU kernel functions.
We compare GMRace with two previous ap-
proaches, one is referred to as B-tool [10] in this
paper and the other is PUG [11], in terms of
reported number of races and false positives. In
this set, we use bug-triggering inputs and para-
meters to trigger data races.

. The second set evaluates the runtime overhead
incurred by GMRace in terms of execution time of
the kernel functions. We also compare GMRace
with B-tool. Additionally, we evaluate the space
overhead caused by GMRace and compare it with
B-tool. Moreover, we compare GMRace with GRace
[21]. In this set, we use normal inputs and
parameters to launch the kernel functions so that
data races do not occur.

. The third set evaluates GMRace’s effectiveness in
terms of false positives using 10 GPU kernels that
have been used in prior work [11].

. The fourth set evaluates the benefit of Static
Analyzer. We measure the instrumented statements
and memory accesses statically and dynamically in
two configurations, i.e., with Static Analyzer and
without Static Analyzer. Furthermore, we compare
the runtime overhead of GMRace with and without
Static Analyzer.

. The fifth set evaluates the benefit of shared memory.
We measure the runtime overhead of GMRace in
two configurations, i.e., warpTables stored in shared
memory and warpTables stored in device memory.

Note that all the above experiments evaluate two inter-
warp detection schemes GMRace-stmt and GMRace-flag,
both with the same intrawarp detection scheme and the
same Static Analyzer. Due to space limit, we put the space
overhead in Appendix D, which is available in the online
supplemental material, and the last three sets of experimental
results in Appendices E, F, and G, which are available in the
online supplemental material, respectively.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Overall Effectiveness

Table 1 demonstrates the overall effectiveness of GMRace.
Specifically, we evaluate four schemes, including GMRace-
stmt, GMRace-flag, the previous work B-tool [10], and a
recently proposed technique PUG [11]. For each of these
schemes, we measure whether it can detect the race
conditions in the applications or not. Moreover, for
GMRace-stmt, we measure another three metrics, including
the number of pairs of racing statements, the number of
memory addresses involved in data races, and the number
of pairs of threads in race conditions. Similarly, for
GMRace-flag, we measure the number of pairs of warps
in race conditions besides the number of memory addresses
involved in data races. For B-tool, we present the number of
data races reported by the tool. Unlike GMRace-stmt or
GMRace-flag, B-tool reports a data race whenever the
current thread accesses a memory address where other
threads have conflicting accesses before. It does not report
pairs of statements, threads, or warps involved in race
conditions. For PUG, we only present whether it can detect
the races or not since it does not provide other information
to users explicitly. We use bug-triggering parameters or
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TABLE 1
Overall Effectiveness of GMRace for Data Race Detection

We compare the detection capability of GMRace-stmt and GMRace-flag with that of B-tool and PUG, the techniques proposed by previous works
[10] and [11], respectively. “Found” indicates whether a tool can detect the data races or not. R-Stmt is pairs of conflicting accesses, R-Mem is
memory address invoked in data races, R-Thd is pairs of threads in race conditions, R-Wp is pairs of racing warps, and RP means the race number
reported by B-tool. “-” means the data is not reported by the scheme. �Three pairs of racing statements are detected and all addresses are resolved
by Static Analyzer. ��B-tool leads to an error when running with scan on the latest versions of CUDA and Tesla GPUs, because of hardware and
software changes.
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inputs to launch the kernel functions. For scan and bo, we
do not execute it since Static Analyzer detects the races and
does not annotate any statement for runtime checking.

As shown in Table 1, both GMRace-stmt and GMRace-
flag can effectively detect data races. They correctly identify
the race conditions in all of the five evaluated applications.
On the contrary, although B-tool can detect races in
cocluster and em, it may report many false positives,
as discussed in Appendix E, which is available in the online
supplemental material. Due to B-tool’s incorrect use of
inserted synchronization calls for the instrumentation code,
it could not run for scan, spmv, and bo on the new
hardware and software. PUG can detect races in three of the
five applications. However, it reports no errors for
cocluster and spmv. This is because there is an indirect
shared memory reference in cocluster, while in spmv the
racing memory accesses depends on input, both of which
cannot be solved by PUG.

Table 1 indicates that GMRace-stmt provides more
accurate information about data races than GMRace-flag,
B-tool do. Since GMRace-stmt logs memory accesses at the
program statement level, it can report the pair of racing
statements once a bug is found. On the contrary, GMRace-
flag and B-tool cannot report the pair of statements
involved in a race, since they do not keep information
of the statements involved in the races. Furthermore,
GMRace-flag reports only the pairs of racing warps,
which are coarser-grained than what is available from
GMRace-stmt and B-tool. However, diagnostic information
provided by GMRace-flag is still useful to locate the root
causes. For example, based on memory addresses involved
in a race and the corresponding pair of racing warps,
programmers can narrow down the search range of possible
statements and threads responsible for the data race and
further identify the root causes.

Table 1 further shows that Static Analyzer not only
reduces runtime overhead of dynamic checking, can it also
detect data races. For example, Static Analyzer detects the
data races in scan and bo and resolves all memory
addresses. Therefore, it totally eliminates the overhead of
running Dynamic Checker for the two applications.

It is worth mentioning that, although GMRace outper-
forms the other two tools in race detection, B-tool and PUG
have other usage that GMRace does not have. To the best of
our knowledge, B-tool is the first dynamic analysis tool that
can detect races in GPU programs. Besides data races, it
detects shared memory bank conflicts as well. Similarly,
PUG is able to prove the functional correctness of GPU
programs to certain extent besides detecting race conditions.

4.2 Runtime Overhead

We measure the execution time for co-cluster, em, and
spmv in four configurations: executing the kernels on GPU
natively without any instrumentation, executing the kernels
with GMRace-stmt on GPU, executing the kernels with
GMRace-flag on GPU, and executing the kernels with B-tool
in the device emulation mode provided by the CUDA SDK.
We run B-tool in emulation mode as it is not designed to
run on an actual GPU [10]. B-tool cannot run for spmv due
to its incorrect use of synchronization calls. We use normal
inputs, i.e., those that do not trigger data races, for these

experiments. Note that GMRace does not have runtime
overhead for scan and bo since the Static Analyzer did not
annotate any statements.

Fig. 4 shows that GMRace-flag and GMRace-stmt incur
lower runtime overhead than the B-tool. For example,
GMRace-flag and GMRace-stmt slow down em by 8 and
40 percent, respectively. On the contrary, B-tool incurs
several orders of magnitude higher runtime overhead, i.e.,
slowing down em by 103,850 times. There are several
reasons for the big performance gap between GMRace and
B-tool. First, GMRace-flag and GMRace-stmt utilize static
analysis to significantly reduce the number of memory
accesses that need to be checked dynamically. Second, both
GMRace-flag and GMRace-stmt delay interwarp race
detection to synchronization calls, while B-tool checks data
races for each memory access, which requires scanning of
four bookkeeping tables after each memory access. Third,
emulation mode further adds to the slow-down.

Fig. 4 also indicates that GMRace-flag is significantly
more efficient than GMRace-stmt in some cases. For
example, GMRace-flag slows down em and co-cluster

by 8 and 67 percent, respectively, while GMRace-stmt slows
down em and co-cluster by 40 percent and 98 times,
respectively. This is mainly because the profiling and race
detection in GMRace-flag is much more efficient than those
in GMRace-stmt. While both schemes need to profile the
same number of memory accesses, GMRace-flag only
modifies a flag in WarpShmMap and GMRace-stmt dump
much more relevant information into BlockStmtTable for
each memory access. As for interwarp race detection,
GMRace-flag’s algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 2, the detection
part of the GMRace-flag scheme) runs in a constant amount
of time, i.e., it does not depend on the execution number of
instrumented statements. Whereas, the complexity of
GMRace-stmt’s interwarp race detection algorithm (i.e.,
Algorithm 1, the detection part of the GMRace-stmt
scheme) is quadratic with respect to the execution number
of instrumented statements. As a result, GMRace-stmt takes
significant larger amount of time for detection if the number
of instrumented statements is large. On the other hand, if
the number of instrumented statements is very small,
GMRace-stmt requires less time for detection than
GMRace-flag, which is the reason why GMRace-stmt
outperforms GMRace-flag in spmv. Both GMRace-flag and
GMRace-stmt use the same intrawarp race detection
method, whose complexity is linear with respect to the
number of dynamic memory accesses. Note that, intrawarp
race detection, which is performed in shared memory, is
much faster than interwarp race detection, which is
performed in device memory.
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Fig. 4. Runtime overhead of GMRace and B-tool. Note that the y-axis is
on a logarithmic scale. �B-tool cannot run on spmv due to its incorrect
use of barriers.
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Overall, we can see that GMRace-flag’s runtime over-
heads are very modest, making it suitable for invocation by
an end-user, who is testing a full application. If a race
condition is detected in a specific kernel, the user can
trigger GMRace-stmt, and collect more detailed information
to help debugging.

4.3 GMRace versus GRace

This section compares GMRace with GRace [21], the first
version of our tool. By combining static analysis and
dynamic analysis, both GMRace and GRace are accurate
in detecting data races. However, in terms of efficiency,
GMRace improves GRace drastically.

As shown in Fig. 5, GRace-stmt incurs more than
9,872 times overhead on em, while GMRace-stmt only incurs
about 97 times overhead, which is a 100-fold reduction. This is
becauseGMRace-stmtmakesuseofawholeGPUthreadblock
to perform the interwarp race detection in parallel (Algorithm
1), which solves the performance bottleneck of GRace-stmt.
Similarly, GMRace-flag also improves GRace-addr signifi-
cantly. For example, the overhead of GRace-addr on spmv is
1.1 times, while the overhead of GMRace-flag onspmv is only
22.9percent.This is becauseGMRace-flagusesimple 1/0flags
to mark the memory accesses, while GRace-addr must keep
counting the accesses.

On average, GMRace-stmt reduces the overhead of
GRace-stmt by a factor of 100.9, while GMRace-flag
reduces the overhead of GRace-addr by a factor of 2.6. In
addition, GMRace-flag scheme reduces the space overhead
of GRace-addr by a factor of 4.5.

5 ISSUES AND DISCUSSION

We discuss three additional issues related to the usage of
GMRace in this section.

5.1 Static Analysis

Our static analysis is currently simple and conservative. It
only reports invariants or races if it can guarantee that
these properties or conditions exist. Any invariants or
memory access addresses that it cannot determine is
annotated to be monitored at runtime. In the presence of
more complex language features, it cannot determine
properties like loop-invariance or thread-invariance. Thus,
we will have to track more references at runtime if such
features are used. Based on our experience, most numerical
kernels involve loops on arrays, which can be analyzed by
our static analysis methods.

5.2 False Negatives

Similar to other dynamic tools, the Dynamic Checker of
GMRace detects bugs that manifest themselves in the

exercised paths during program execution. In other words,
the control flow paths that are never executed are not
checked by the Dynamic Checker. Therefore, GMRace may
miss some data races in GPU programs, which is a common
problem for all dynamic tools for software bug detection.
How to improve the path coverage by generating different
test inputs is an interesting research topic garnering much
research attention [27], [28], [29], [30]. Research advances
along this direction can help improve GMRace.

5.3 Application of GMRace

The current implementation of GMRace focuses on data
race detection on GPU programs. While this is an important
topic for GPU programs, other issues such as buffer
overflow, warp divergence, and shared memory usage
may affect the correctness and/or the performance of GPU
programs. Although GMRace cannot directly address these
problems other than data races, some of the underlying
ideas in GMRace are still applicable. For example, the idea
of combining static and dynamic analysis can offer
significant help to dynamic profiler that collects shared
memory usage of GPU programs by reducing runtime/
space overheads.

6 RELATED WORK

GMRace is related to previous studies on data race
detection, detection for other types of concurrency bugs,
bug detection for parallel and distributed programs, tool
development for GPU programming, and optimizations of
GPU programs.

6.1 Data Race Detection

As discussed before, many dynamic race detectors [8], [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], which are designed
for CPU programs, are not suitable for GPU programs. For
example, the lockset-based race prediction [13] cannot
handle GPU’s barrier-based synchronization, and the
thread rescheduling [13] does not apply to GPU’s SIMD
execution model. Besides, researchers proposed static
methods for race detection, including static lockset algo-
rithm [31] and race type-safe systems [32], [33]. Without
runtime information, static methods may generate many
false positives. Additionally, researchers also proposed to
detect races using model checking [34], which has the
limitation of state explosion problem in general. Further-
more, happens-before relation has also be applied to detect
races in OpenMP programs [35]. Unlike these approaches,
our work focuses on detecting races in GPU programs,
which have different characteristics to deal with. To manage
contention of shared resources, new OS schedulers have
been proposed [36].

6.2 Detection for Other Types of Concurrency Bugs

In addition to data races, researchers have conducted
studies on other types of concurrency bugs such as
atomicity violation, deadlock, and typestate violation [37].
Atomizer [38], SVD [39], AVIO [40], and Kivati [41] are
proposed to detect or prevent atomicity violation bugs.
Moreover, tools using static analysis [31], [42], [43], model
checking [44], and dynamic checking [45], [46], [47] can
detect or prevent deadlocks. Unlike these approaches, our
work focuses on data race detection.
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Fig. 5. Runtime overhead of different schemes of GMRace and GRace.
Note that the y-axis is on a logarithmic scale.
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6.3 Bug Detection for Parallel and Distributed
Programs

Many approaches monitor program execution to detect
bugs in parallel and distributed programs [48], [49], [50],
[51], [52], [53], [54], [55]. Various techniques [56], [57] have
been proposed to reduce the cost of program monitoring.
Additionally, interactive parallel debuggers [58], [59], [60],
[61], [62] help programmers to locate the root causes of
software bugs in parallel programs by collecting, aggregat-
ing, and visualizing program runtime information. Our
work can be integrated with these debuggers to help
programmers quickly identify root causes.

6.4 Tool Development for GPU Programming

In the area of general purpose computing on GPUs, there
have been numerous application development studies on
GPUs over the last 3-4 years. We only focus on efforts on tool
development for GPU programming. As we stated earlier,
there have been two very distinct efforts on race detection
for GPUs [10], [11]. In [63], a tool called GKLEE that employs
concolic execution-based verification and test-case reduc-
tion heuristics has been presented. This tool has recently
been extended to scale using the technique of Parameterized
Flows [64]. Leung et al. [65] combine static information flow
analysis with dynamic logging. They obtain a trace from one
execution in emulation mode, and then use static informa-
tion flow analysis to amplify the possible memory accesses.
This approach can explore all possible memory access
addresses of the kernel, if the kernels exhibit the access
invariant property, i.e., the memory access pattern do not
change across different inputs. However, this property may
not hold for complex kernels. In addition, there have been
recent efforts on performance measurement and profiling on
CUDA programs [2], [66]. However, these tools are not
designed for race detection.

6.5 Optimizations of GPU Programs

There have been many efforts on optimizations of GPU
programs and code generation for GPU programs [4], [5],
[6], [7], [67], but none of them have focused on program
correctness issues.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented GMRace, a low-overhead
approach for detecting data races in GPU programs. Our
experimental results have shown that comparing to
previous work GMRace can detect data races more
effectively and more efficiently. Particularly, compared
with GRace [21], GMRace-stmt scheme improves the
performance of GRace-stmt [21] by about 100 times.
Moreover, GMRace-flag scheme not only reduces the
runtime overhead of GRace-addr by a factor of 2.6, but
also reduces the space overhead by a factor of 4.5.
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